Dollar Record Records
DRR 001 Mike Therieau

2 song 7"
Fly Away b/w Midnight Apt.#9
Solo debut from this tireless
performer. A Bay Area favorite,
playing with such acts as The
Loved One's and Mover.
Now with Wasted Days.

DRR 002 The Flakes
2 song 7"
They went to Europe,
and we made this 45.
Only 500 in existence,
and most of 'em landed
somewhere in Spain.
SOLD OUT

DRR 004 Mob Stereo

3 song 7" hand screened cover
Other Stepped In b/w
Privileged Position & New Vision
Melancholy garage, bleeding
melodies and female vocals
make this 3 song
distorto-disc a lively
platter. From NYC.

DRR 003 Sonic Love Affair
4 song Double 7" gatefold

Fuzz-punk-garage-psych monsters!
S.L.A. hit the wax for the first time
with a sonic explosion that captures all
the energy of their live performances.
From the classic "Something to Believe
In" to "St. James Hotel" these cretins
make you believe what it's like to hang
out in a welfare hotel with Chuck Berry.
Covers of DMZ and 13th Floor Elevators.

DRR 005 The Nads
Backasswards -- CD

Parent-teacher conference
night just ain't the same after
the raucous, 11-track manifesto
hits campus! Do the math:
50% Frank Frazetta styled
airbrushed rawk, 50% old school
punk. San Francisco faves.

Dripping with sweat and blood,
Nagg's debut delivers 31
minutes of hard drivin'
rock'n'roll with a boogie
beat. Head shattering
guitars and kick ass
female vocals.

dollarrecord.com

The founders of Plastic Soul are at it
again, allowing DRR access to the long
sought after "Cock Ready" sessions.
Cover art alone makes it worth the price.
Keeping it weird with 9 songs.
P/D comes with retail-friendly "cock block"

Midnight California -- LP

s/t --CD/LP

Dollar Record Records

Cock Ready --CD/LP - Picture Disc!

DRR 008 Dave Gleason

DRR 007 Nagg

DRR

DRR 006 The 'Cudas

The sun setting, and
the cool air coming in off
the ocean set the backdrop
for this 70's outlaw country
outfit. The perfect soundtrack
for driving down the coast.
Strong songwriting and flashy
guitar set this one apart.

"If it ain't a Dollar Record, it ain't worth a buck!"
buck@dollarrecord.com

